CRITICAL ISSUES THAT ARE CRUCIAL TO SUCCESS OF ORIGINAL INTENT OF REVISION

1 Clearly defined complaint and appeals process extending beyond local control
2 Clear identification of "responsible party"
3 Inclusion of all occupants in rule language
4 Public notification of indoor air quality (mold) problems and potential problems
5 Indefinite record retention (In our technologically advanced 21st century, this can easily be achieved.)
6 Accommodations for effected occupants in IAQ (mold) events
7 Properly funded and qualified maintenance (dedicated funding?)
8 Qualified construction oversight; not educators (superintendents)
9 Proper training and/or resources for local health jurisdictions
10 Assurances that air systems work effectively as designed (commissioning)
11 100% fixture testing in all schools for lead contamination
12 Accountability of funding to assure "buying of apples not candy."